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Steilrand Donderen

The steilrand as
a history book

Geologische Tijdschaal:

The remnants of a podzol horizon can be seen at
the top of the dekzand layer. The characteristic
layers of this soil type result from soil formation
processes. The grey leached horizon and the
dark-brown illuvial horizon, caused by the
displacement of organic and mineral matter
by rainwater, are only discernible in the lower
sections of the dekzand layer. Below the layer of
tilled soil, thin ‘fibres’ of illuvial humus are still
visible in the sand.

The last one hundred thousand years of
Drenthe’s geological history can be ‘read’ in
Donderen’s steilrand as a richly illustrated
geological history book.
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The history of the sand quarry reveals how the
awareness of geological values has increased
considerably over the last decades. As recently
as the 1960s, the province of Drenthe issued
countless soil removal permits, resulting in the
permanent loss of many dekzand ridges and
other relief. Today the unique and characteristic
soils of Drenthe are protected and part of the
province’s sustainable area development plans.
In fact, the Nederlandse Aardolie Maatschappij
(NAM) even agreed to reroute a planned gas
pipeline northwards to spare the steilrand.
By declaring this area a geological heritage site,
the province of Drenthe and the municipality of
Tynaarlo have ensured that the steilrand will be
preserved as a unique history book, accessible
to all who wish to read it. As well as being a
geological heritage site, the Donderen steilrand
is also a Geopark de Hondsrug ‘geosite’.

Hoeksema’s fingers: traces of dung beetle tunnels in the
dekzand.
Traces of permafrost in the steilrand date
from the last glacial period; ice wedges are
clearly visible and the various layers have been
disturbed by alternating frosts and thaws.

Foto: In the 1980s
a colony of Sand
Martins settled in the
steilrand and so it was
protected.

The steilrand (‘steep bank’), a vertical soil
profile in an abandoned sand quarry nearby
the village of Donderen, represents a richly
illustrated

geological

record,

more than 100,000 years of the history of the
province of Drenthe in the soil.
At the end of 2012
Drenthe’s second
geological monument
was unveiled.
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The elongated stains visible throughout the
dekzand are cross-sections of dung beetle
tunnels, which were later filled in again from
above.
The soil scientist Hoeksema called these
stains ‘fingers’ and they have been known as
‘Hoeksema’s fingers’ ever since.
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More information:
www.drenthe.nl
www.tynaarlo.nl
www.geoparkdehondsrug.nl
www.landgeit.nl
www.nam.nl

Hoogeveen
Meppel

Hier graast de Nederlandse landgeit,
het enige oorspronkelijke Nederlandse
geitenras. Rond 1950 bijna uitgestorven,
behoort nu tot de zeldzame huisdierrassen.
Voor meer informatie: www.landgeit.nl
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Coevorden

Donderen turned
upside down

Abandoned sand quarry

A series of ice ages

The province of Drenthe is characterised by
two parallel ridge systems. These were formed
by shifting blocks of ice during the second
to last ice age (the Saalian Stage). The most
striking ridge system is the Hondsrug complex.
The village of Donderen is situated on one of
the ridges lying parallel to the Hondsrug, the
Rolderrug.

The municipality of Vries (the present
Tynaarlo) started excavating sand in 1963 for
road construction, housing developments and
de-icing. The sand quarry was closed sometime
around 1990.

The Saalian icecap did not only leave the present
system of parallel ridges in Drenthe; it also left
behind boulder clay. This mixture of stones and
loam is visible as a thin layer in the steilrand
profile. Below the boulder clay is a thick layer
of fine, white, mica-rich sand, the sediment of
melt water that preceded the icecap. On top of
the boulder clay and extending to the surface
lies a beautifully layered deposit of dekzand,
wind-blown sediment left by the most recent
glacial period.

Since then, the eastern part of the quarry has
been in use as a rubbish dump and soil depot,
and is presently overgrown with shrubs. The
central part was levelled and is now agricultural
land. The section verging on the steilrand was
long used by the village for their annual Easter
bonfire. Today, Dutch Landrace goats graze
here, a breed that was all but extinct in the
1950s.

The ridges of Drenthe and Donderen in 1899

The geological heritage site of Donderen is a
remnant of a former sand quarry, located on
the south-eastern edge of the Zuideresch, an
agricultural plateau. The Zuideresch is situated
on the relatively high-lying Rolderrug, and the
sand quarry cut into this ridge, leaving behind
a steep bank of a few metres high. This bank
provides us with a fascinating glimpse into the
geological history and soil formation processes
in the province of Drenthe.

Location of the former sand quarry (left) and Dutch Landrace goats (right)

Originally it was planned to level the steep bank
to merge with the rest of the terrain. However,
in the 1980s a colony of Sand Martins settled in
the steilrand, and so it was protected.

A series of ice ages revealed in the steilrand profile

A grey coloured layer with specks of charcoal
can be seen in the yellowish brown dekzand,
marking a relatively warm phase during this
period. This Allerød layer contains abnormal
amounts of iridium, a metal that is found in
meteorites. Volcanic eruptions and/or meteorite
impacts marked the end of the Allerød Stage,
after which the youngest layer of dekzand was
deposited.

